
X E N T I A
Dual Shade Pergola



A fresh take on freestanding shade, the
Xentia's superior cooling and clean lines
elevate the simple pergola to a sophisticated
shelter for resorts, public spaces, and high
end domestic applications.

An architectural grade, PVC outer canopy, that is
waterproof, heat reflective, and UV resistant,
keeps customers cool, dry and sun- safe. 

The dual shade configuration facilitates cooler
temperatures undercover and presents a stylish
interior finish.

Strong, but lightweight, the Xentia can be
installed on virtually any level surface, without
the need for heavily reinforced footings.  

A modular dove tail coupling system ensures
quick and easy assembly, with the option to be
owner installed.

Compatible accessories such as lighting, blinds
and shutters, transition your space from day to
night. 

Engineered to withstand winds up to 148kph,
the Xentia is suitable for both elevated and
coastal locations.

X E N T I A
Dual Shade Pergola



X E N T I A
Clean lines and premium materials combine in an
outdoor shade structure that has both style and
substance. 

The Xentia's frame and componentry are extruded from a
corrosion resistant, 60/60 aluminum alloy, and powder coated
white for a smart, easy care, finish.  The outer canopy is a high
tensile, architectural grade PVC that lends support to the
frame and ensures the pergola is cool and dry, deflecting heat
and harsh UV rays.

A second woven under canopy presents a fresh
interior ceiling that filters the diffused light from
above.  The dual chamber configuration facilitates
airflow and minimises heat transfer for lower
temperatures under cover.

A resilient PVDF coating protects the waterproof
outer canopy against fading and staining, but both
canopies can be removed for cleaning if desired.

Compatible Accessories

Built in LED spot lighting, blinds, privacy
screens, or shutters can be added so the
Xentia is just as pleasant on a summer
evening as it was during the day.

Extendable Bays 

Modular in construction,  the Xentia's  interlocking,
componentry makes the pergola quick and easy to assemble,
and simple to extend.  The standard range offers sizes from
9m² up to 16m² , with the option to connect additional bays to
the existing structure for customised sizing and continuous
cover. 

The canopy and privacy screens
can also be screen printed to
promote your brand. 
Our direct to fabric screen printing
uses high quality colour fast inks,
for accurate colour matching and
resistance to fading.



Canopy Dimensions        Coverage   
      

L x W                           m²                   

X E N T I A
General Specifications

Square Canopy

Rectangular Canopy

Styles:  Square,  Rectangular.

Canopy Type:  Dual shade fixed canopy.  

Installation Method

Frame Construction: Corrosion resistant
structural aluminum frame with a white
powder coat finish, extruded aluminum
componentry and stainless fixings.

Engineer Wind Rating:  up to 148kph(W41) 

Accessories: LED lighting, clear drop blinds,
privacy screens, alloy shutters,  extendable bays
for continuous cover, corporate branding.

High tensile white PVC outer canopy,
secondary woven white under canopy.

Bolted foot plates to a level surface.
Owner install or via a Skyspan certified installer,
or competent tradesperson. 

 

3.0 x 4.0 m                        12.0

3.0 x 4.5 m                        13.5

3.5 x 4.0 m                        14.0

3.5 x 4.5 m                        15.7            

3.0 x 3.0m                        9.0

3.5 x 3.5m                        12.2
Measurements are nominal and for illustration purposes only,
and therefore subject to change without notice. 
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